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Abstract 
A new oroof for the existence of formal fundamental solutions of meromorphic 
systems of linear ordinary differential equations is given. The proof is presented in a 
totally ~,onstructive form. Moreover, we give a corresponding proof of existence for 
highest level formal solutions. © t999 Elsevier Science Inc. Ali rights reserved. 
O. Introduction 
In this article, we are concerned with linear systems of ordinary differential 
equations (in dimension v ~ I) of the lbrm 
:x '=,4(z)x,  A(-) = , . / _ . , . , , ,  , I:1 > v, (0.1) 
i l  ::~: 0 
with Poincar6 rank r .>- ! and non-zero leading term Ao. It is well known that 
every such system has a formal fitndamental solution of the form 
H(z) = F(z)z A e Q!:), where 
• F(z) is a[brmal q-meromorphic transformation (i.e., a matrix of formal power 
series in :-~/q; see below for the exact definition), 
( ~wCr triangular t Jor- ® A is a constant matrix which may be assumed to be in ~ 
data canonical form, and 
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• Q(z) is a diagonal matrix of polynomials in qth roots of z (having other 
features which are of no importance right now). 
At first glance, the occurence of fomml power series (formal meaning that 
their radius of convergence generally equals zero) may make the importance of 
such formal solutions questionable. Nonetheless, the classical theory implies 
that to certain sectors S in the complex plane ~:here xist fundamental solutions 
X(z;S) of (0.1) which are asymptotically equal to the formal fundamental so- 
lution /~(z) in the sector S. Generally, this fact alone does not determine 
X(z; S). However, the recently developed theory of multisummability shows that 
one can sum a formal fundamental solution to obtain a unique fundamental 
solution X(z; S) which in some clear sense can be calculated in terms of the 
formal power series in F(z). This result greatly increases the importance of 
formal fundamental solutions. In addition, the fact that to the same formal 
fundamental solution but different sectors S one finds different solutions X(z; S) 
is usually referred to as the Stokes phenomenon a d can also be analyzed using 
the formal fundamental solution and the theory of resurgent fimctions. For 
these reasons it has become ven more important to study formal solutions and 
find efficient ways of computing them in the sense of computing the terms A 
and Q(z) and finding at least recursion formulas for the power series coeffi- 
cients of F(z). 
Another problem ~hich is intimately related to that of computation of for- 
rnal solutions is the question of how to decide whether or not infinity is a reg- 
ular-singular pnint of Eq. (0.1), since this holds if and only if the matrix Q(z) 
vanishes. There is an impressive list of papers concerned with either the calcu- 
lation of formal solutions of systems or scalar higher order equations, or the test 
for regular singularities of systems. From the more recent work in this eirection 
we mention here, without claim of completeness, [31,28,24-26,1122, 
16,32,33,13,12,14,1]. Recently, a new interest in this matter has arisen due to 
availability of Computer Algebra Systems, allowing effective and convenient 
calculation of the relevant data in such a formal solution. While Dietrich [15] 
and Hoeij [19-21] have implemented an algorithm for scalar equations, several 
other colleagues, especially in Grenoble, have done the same for systems (where 
some additional complications arise) - for a detailed iscussion of this topic, see 
Ref. [7] or other publications from the list of references. 
This article is concerned with giving a new and simplified proof for the 
existence of such formal solutions. Thc proof is fully constructive and differs 
from the classical proofs in the treatment of situations with a nilpotent leading 
term. In contrast o Barkatou's algorithm, we do not make any assumption on 
the Poincar6 rank of the system being minimized by means of meromorphic 
transformations, but instead will lower the rank (if possible) "on the way". 
To show existence of H(z) one usually uses a finite number of transforma- 
tions which, roughly speaking, simplify the system in one sense or another. The 
main difficulty here is in showing that the number of transformations eeded is 
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finite, or in other words: the construction does not cycle. In particular, if the 
leading term A0 is nilpotent, one tries to find transformations lowering the 
Poincar6 rank of Eq. (0 I), or (in case this cannot be done in a single step) 
lowering the matrix rank of A0. Generally, this requires using so-called ramified 
shearing transjormations followed by a change of variable (hence the Poicar6 
rank may actually increase). While all these steps are constructive, it is relatively 
difficult to verify that the construction terminates after finitely many steps. In 
this article we present anew way of dealing with this situation. It differs from the 
classical ones by involving several steps in what at first glance may appear as 
"the wrong direction", in the sense that for nilpotent leading term the mati'ix 
rank of A0, or of some of its powers, is increased (but the Poincar6 rank stays the 
same). It is then shown that systems for which this is v,o longer possible have a 
particular form: they are formally diagonally reducible in the sense that a iormal 
analytic transformation exists which block-diagonalizes the system, except 
when ,40 is a single nilpotent block. Following this approach, it is immediately 
clear that after finitely many steps one obtains a formal fundamental solution. 
The result obtained in our article certainly is of theoretical interest in that it 
leads to a procedure for computation of formal fundamental solutions which 
easily is seen to terminate after finitely many steps each of which is easy to 
describe (say, in an advanced course on ordinary differential equations). While 
this procedure cotad in principle be implemented on a computer, it is ques- 
tionable whether this would give an algorithm more effective than the xisting 
ones. 
A formal fundamental solution may be viewed as a formal q-meromorphic 
transformation taking Eq. (l. l) into a system having the elementary funda- 
mental solution 2/t e {-)l:). A more general type of formal fundamental solutions 
has been introduced by the author in P ef. [2]. It may be thought of as a formal 
q-meromorphic transformation T(z) taking Eq. ( l . I ) into a system which is 
simpler than the original one, but in general does not have an elementary 
fundamental solution. The advantage of such a formalfimdamental solution of 
highest level over the classical ones lies in the fact that it has much better 
se, mmability properties and leads to a simpler description of the Stokes phe- 
nomenon. In a final section we give a definition of this type of formal solutions 
and use the results of the previous ections to show their existence and discuss 
the possibility of computing them by means of Computer Algebra. 
1. Formal transformations 
We start by listing such transformations x = T(z)~c which will be used to 
construct formal fundamental solutions: 
1. If a matrix power series T(z) = ~_,o T,z-" has positive radius of conver- 
gence and det To :/: O, then we shall call T(z), or more precisely the change of 
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the dependent variable x = T(z)~, an analytic transformation (at the point in- 
finity). If only finitely many coefficients T, are different from zero, we say that 
the transformation is ,t polynomial (in the variable l/z); in the extreme case of 
7', = 0 for every n >I 1 we speak of a constant ransformation. 
2. If T(z) = )-'~o T,z-", with To as above, but the radius of convergence of the 
power series possibly equa! to zero, we speak of a formal analytic transfor- 
mation. If in addition for s >t 0 sufficiently large constants c, K > 0 exist with 
IlTnll<~cg"r(l +sn), n>t0, (1.1) 
we shall say that T(z) is a formal analytic transformation of Gevrey order s. 
Note that being of Gevrey order s =0 is the same as convergence (for suffi- 
ciently large Izl). 
3. Transformations of the form T(z) = diag[~,/q,... ,zP'/q], with pk ~ 7/and 
q ~ ~ (a positive integerh will be called shearing tramformations. If q = 1, we 
say that T(z) is an unramified shearing transformation. 
4. For T(z) = exp [q(z)]l, with q(z) a (scalar) polyaomial in -, we speak of a 
scalar exponential shift. Note that such a transformation is analytic at the 
origin, but is essentially singular at infinity. However, since T(z) commutes 
with A(z), the transformed equation has the coefficient matrix A(z) -  zq'(z)l, 
which is again meromorphic at infinity. 
5. A transformation of the form T(z) = ~,,,~_,,o T,,z-" (with no ~ Z) will be 
called a meromorphic transformation if the series converges for sufficiently 
large Izl, and if in addition the determinant of T(z) is not the zero series (so that 
T '~t (z) exists and is again of the same form). If the series may have radius of 
convergence equal to zero, we speak of a formal meromorphic tran,~lbrmation, 
and in this case write/~(z) instead of T(z). If the coefficients T, satisfy Eq. (1.1), 
we call 7"(z) a Jormal meromorphic transJbrmation of Gevrey order s. 
6. A transformation T(z) will be called q-analytic, resp. q-meromorphic (with 
q E ~1), if T(zq) is an analytic, resp. meromorphic, transformation, or in other 
words, if 
T(z) = r,,z - '/o Izl > P (1.2) 
n = -- tl(I 
(and detT(z) not the zero series). Analogously. we define/i,rma/q-analytic 
resp. -meromorphic transformations l'(z). Finally, we say th~: 7"(z) isformol o/" 
Gevrey ~rder s if T(zq) is formal of Gevrey order s/q, i.e. if the coefficients ~, 
satisfy Eq. (1. I) with s/q in place of s. 
It is well known that all the above types of transformations have inverses of 
the same type (except that the inverse of a polynomial transformation will 
generally not be a polynomial); in case of formal transformations of Gevrey 
order s > 0, compare Ref. [3]. Proceeding formally, the change of variable 
x= T(z)Yc transfor,ns Eq. (0.1) into a system with coefficient matrix 
B(z) = T-I(z)[A(z)f(z)- zT'(z)], but except for analytic transformations, the 
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transformed equation will generally not be of the same form as Eq. (0.1): In 
case of a formal analytic transformation the coefficient matrix will be given as a 
series of the form (!.l), but the radius of convergence of this series will ger~- 
erally be equal to zero. Systems where this happens (or to be precise: where this 
may happen) will be named formal systems and denoted as 
oc 
='  =  i(z) = z y')4.z -". (1.3) 
n=O 
In particular, if for sufficiently large c, K > 0 we have 
11,4,11 cg"r( l  + sn), n >i O, (1.4) 
then we shall call Eq. (1.3) a formal system of Gev;'ey order s. Applying a formal 
(analytic or nieromorphic) transformation l'(z) to Eq. (1.3) and denoting the 
resulting tbrmal system by z.~- =/~(z)L the coefficient matrices are related by 
= ?(z)B(7.). (1.5) 
One can see that a formal analytic transformation of Gevrey order s transforms 
a system which is formal of Gevrey order s into another such system. Shearing 
transformations, or q-analytic/meromorphic transformations, take Eq. (0.1) 
(or Eq. (1.3)) into an equation which after a change of the independent variable 
is of the same form, but perhaps with larger rank. Scalar exponential shifts also 
increase the Poincard rank of the equation, except when the degree of q(z) is at 
most r. With respect o (formal) meromorphic transformations there is the 
following well-known result whose simple proof (which we include for the sake 
of the reader) carries over to translbrmations of Gevrey order s. 
Proposition I. Et'eo, formal meromorphic tran.~brmation 7"(z) can be &ctored as 
, . . . ,  /I 6) l'(z) = 1"~(:')diag[~' ~']1",(:). , • 
where Ti (z), ~(z) are Jbrmal analytic tramJbrmations anti k; E 2, 
k~ <~ k2 <~ ... <~ kr. hi case l'(z) is of Gevre), order s >~ O, then both ~(z) can be 
choset~ to be of Gevrey order s as well. 
Proof. We proceed by induction with respect o the dimension v: For v = 1, the 
statement obviously holds for TI (z) - 1 and K = k = deg T(~:)~ where deg T(:) 
denotes the highest power of z occurring in the {scalar) series T(z). For v >f 2, let 
T(z) = [tjk(Z)] and take k,, = maxi.kdeg tjk(Z). Interchanging rows and columns, 
we can arrange that k,. = deg t,.,,(z), and then by adding suitable multiples of the 
last row/column to previous ones (the factors used being formal power series in 
z-l), followed by a division of the last row by a power series with non-zero 
constant erm, we can arrive at a new formal meromorphic transformation 
(again denoted by J'(z)) with tv,.(z)----z k'' ' ~" , . , , i )  = t j , , (z )  =_ 0, 1 ~< j ~< v -  1 
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All the steps used to obtain this form can be interpreted as multiplication from 
the left- or right-hand side by formal analytic transformations which are of 
Gevrey order s >t 0 if l'(z) is formal of Gevrey order s. The induction 
hypothesis then completes the proof. I--1 
It is by now well understood that the formal transformations which will 
arise here are multisummable, i.e. have a clear analytic meaning. A presenta- 
tion of this theory may be found, e.g., in Ref. [3]. In this article, however, we 
shall take a formal approach, meaning that we most of the time disregard the 
question of convergence of formal power series occuring in calculations, but we 
will always verify estimates of the form (1.1) resp. (1.1). 
2. The splitting lemma 
What we wish to prove in this and the following section is the existence of a 
q-meromorphic formal transformation of Gevrey order s (for suitable s >i 0 
and q E ~) which transforms Eq. (0.1), or more generally Eq. (1.3), into a 
diagonally blocked formal system with at least two diagonal blocks. Moreover, 
we want to make it as clear as possible how to find the coefficients of this 
transformation. In. case of the leading term having several eigenvalues, this 
follows (with q = I) from a classical result which is included for the sake of 
completeness. 
Lemma I (Splitting Lemma). Let Eq. (1.3) be a formal system of Gevrey order s. 
(~), 
and assume that A0 = diag [AI~ I li, A~'" 1, such that the two diagonal hh, cks have 
disjoint spectra. Then there exists a unique Jbrmal analytic transformation of 
Gevrev order ,~ = max{s, I /r} having the jbrm 
I l',2(z) ~k(z) = ~_T,~k'z -", (2.1) 
7"(z) = J'2, (z) I ' 
such that the trans,/brnwd jbrmal O'stem is diagonally blocked, with each of the 
two diagonal blocks being a Jbrmal system of Gevrey order g. 
Proof. Blocking 
, i , , ( -)  
/i(-) = A,.i (z) / i , ,(z) ' 0 822(z) ' 
and inserting into Eq. (1.5) leads to 
&2(z) = + A2, (z)fi2(z), (2.2) 
(2.3) 
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plus two other equations with indices 1,2 permuted which are omitted h~:re, but 
which can be treated in quite the same way. Inserting power series expansions 
and comparing coefficients implies 
n-I  
: : > .  - - -  - , , _ ° .  + AI, 
m=] 
n-I  n -p - I  
-F - ( " -  r)T(nl_2r , - ZT#( '2> Z A (21) (12, ,,_m_~T~m (2.4) 
lt=l m=l  
for n >fl (interpreting T, ll_2~ ) = 0 for n~< r). From these formulas we can 
uniquely compute the cocfficients ,~(~2)_ using a well known result on marrY× I n , 
equations of the form AX-  XB = C (compare, e.g., [34]). So we are left to 
estimate the coefficients T,I ~2/, and this can be done as follows. 
It suffices to consider the case s/> 1/r, so that g = s. By assumption we have 
Eq. (1.4). Taking t,, = IJT, I~z/IIK-"/Y(1 + sn), we conclude from Eq. (2.4), for 
sufficiently large ~ > 0 
,,-i F ( l+s(n  m))F ( l+sm)  
t,, <~ ? 1 + .,-2~ F(1 + sn) tm 
m: i 
+ K_ r (n - r)F(l  + s(n - r)) t,,_~ 
r( ! ,. s::) 
,,-1 ,,-~,-i Y(l + st t)F(l + s(n - # - m))V(l + sm) ] 
+ YS',, >_: r / l+  s.) "'j ' 
I~ = I m: I 
for n I> 1. Estimating the integral representation of the Beta function [30], both 
quotients of Gamma functions can be seen to be at most one, and by taking K 
larger we may also assume the term in front of t,,_, to be bounded by one. 
Finally, by allowing t,, to become larger, we may assume equality in the above 
estimate, and thus get the recursion formula 
n-! n-! n-/~-! "l 
t ,=~ l+2Ztm+tt , _~+Zt , ,Z tm 
m: I tt= I m:  I 
for n >t 1. Defining f (z)  = ~-~ t,,¢, we conclude that (formally) 
(1 - z)f(z) = z~?[l + (2 + ~-'(1 - z))f(z) + f2(z)], 
and this quadratic equation has exactly one solution which is analytic at the 
origin and vanishes there (the other solution having a pole at the origin). This 
shows convergence of ~ i  t,,z", hence t,, <~/~", thus showing an estimate of the 
desired type for II r, ll=)ll, with constants c,K replaced by larger ones. In the same 
fashion one can estimate IIr,}2 /ll, hence T(z) is of Gevrey order s. Moreover, 
from Eq. (2.2) we conclude that both diagonal blocks of the transformed 
system are of Gevrey order s. !--1 
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Applying the above lemma repeatedly, we obtain 
Theorem 1. Let Eq. (1.3) be a formal system of Gevrey order s >~ 0, and assume 
that Ao = diag[,4(oll/,...A(om')], such that the kth diagonal block has exactly one 
eigenvalue 2k, and let 21,..., 2t, be distinct. Then there exists a unique formal 
analytic transformation of Gevrey order g = max{s, l/r}, with diagonal blocks 
all equal to I and the off-diagonal ones having zero constant erms, such that the 
transformed formal system is diagonally blocked, with each of the diagonal blocks 
,~eing formal of Gevrey order g. 
Remark 1. The above theorem shows that a system can be tbrmaily block- 
diagonalized except if its leading term has only one eigenvalue. In this 
situation, we can use the scalar exponential shift x - exp[)~/r] ~ to produce a 
system with ni!potent matrix ,40. Such systems will be investigated in the 
following section. 
Remark 2. Suppose that ,40 has all distinct eigenvalues (this situation usually is 
referred to as the distinct eigenvalue case). Then the above theorem shows 
existence of a formal analytic transformation for which the transformed system 
is diagonal, i.e. decoupled into v one-dimensional systems. These can easily be 
solved, and in this way one can compute the formal fundamental solution of 
Eq. (1.3) described in Section 0. 
3. Nilpotent leading terms 
In this section, we are concerned with formal systems (1.3) having ~ 
nilpotent leading term Ao ~ 0, which we may assume in Jordan canonica! 
form 
A0 = diag[Ni,..., Nj,], (3.1) 
with nilpotent Jordan blocks, taken in lower triangular form and of (weakly) 
decreasing sizes sj - if this were not so, we could apply a constant rans- 
formation. In what follows, we shall block A(z)= [,4jk(z)] according to the 
block structure of A0, and we shall use the notation Ajk(z)= z"~A~)z  -'', 
and similarly for transformations resp. corresponding transformed equations. 
We aim at finding a finite succession of transformations which are either 
polynomial ones, or shearing transformations, or scalar exponential shifts, so 
that we arrive at a transformed system having Poincar6 rank equal to zero 
(in which case we shall see that the shearing transformations used are un- 
ramified), or one whose leading term has several distinct (meaning at least 
two different) eigenvalues, o that then we may apply the Splitting Lemma to 
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split the system into several ones of smaller dimension. Due to the nature of 
the transformations we see that in case the system we begin with is con- 
vergent, then the one we obtain in the end converges, too. Hence, the oc- 
currence of divergent systems is entirely due to application of the Splitting 
Lemma! 
The construction of these transformations will be done in several steps, the 
first one being the task of finding polynomial meromorphic transjbrmations 
lowering the Poincar6 rank of Eq. (1.3). In general, no such transformations 
will exist, but if we find one, we shall regard this as an improvement of our 
situation. In any case, the construction of these transformations is not an easy 
matter and requires ome preparatory steps where at first glance we may seem 
to go "the wrong way". 
To begin, we aim at finding polynomial meromorphic transformations, 
leaving the Poincar6 rank r of Eq. (1.3) unchanged, but possibly increasing the 
(matrix) rank of Ao, or leaving its rank fixed but increasing the rank of A o, or 
generally, leavil,g the ranks of A ~ fixed for I <~ k <~j-  I and increasing the 0 ' 
rank of A i 0. To have a way of expressing this, we shall use the following order 
relation for nilpotent Jordan matrices. 
Given aJo' two v × v nilpotent matrices A,,4, we say that ,4 is superior to A, 
if for some L~ I we have rankA ~=rank j~ for l <~ k ~ i -1 ,  and 
rank A j < rank A .~. 
Note that rank A ~~ - 2 rank A ~ + rank A ~~' equals the number of Jordan 
blocks of size k. Hence the ranks of the powers determine the structure of a 
nilpotent Jordan matrix up to a permutation of its blocks, so if we restrict 
ourselves to nilpotent Jordan matrices whose Jordan blocks have decreasing 
sizes, then the above relation becomes a total order, and the nilpotent matrix 
with rank equal to v -  I is the maxime, l cement for this order relation. The 
transformations u ed to produce a system w'i~h superior leading term will be a 
polynomial analytic trans|%rmation followed by an unramified shearing 
transformation of the form T(z) = diag[l , . . . ,  !,., -~,......-~], with suitable inte- 
ger k, and the number of ones "matching" the block structure of A0. If we 
succeed in finding such transformations making the leading matrix of the 
transformed equation superior to the one of Eq. (1.3), we come, after finitely 
many steps, to an equation whece this cam,or be done anymore, and we shail 
see that this happens if either l~ = 1 (in Eq. (3.1)), or if the system (0.1) is 
jbrmally analytically reducible in the sense of Ref. [4]. 
To find the transformations which will produce a superior leading term is 
done in two steps, the first one being the following analogue to the Splitting 
Lemma (see, e.g., Ref. [34], Lemma 19.2, for an equivalent version). 
Lemma 2. Let a./brmai .~vstem (1.3) with leading term as in Eq. (3.1) he given. 
Then .~or every no E ~ there exists an analytic transformation of the .form 
T(z) = I + [Tjk(z)], blocked according to the block structure of Ao, with matrices 
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~k(z) = Y'~.'~" T,,~k)z -'', such that the coefficient matr ix o f  the tran~Jbrmed system 
has the f i ,rm B(-) = --"Ao + [/~i~(z)], with B/k(z) = ~ ~-~ B}/k)z -n, and so that for  
1 <~ n <~ no the coefficients B,~ ~) 
• in case 1 <~ j <~ k ~ It hare all zero rows possibly except for  the first one, 
® in case 1 <~ k < j <<. It hare all zero cohtmns possibly except for  the last one. 
The transJbrmation T(z) is unique ~[" we require that for  1 <<. n <~ no 
® all T,I .ikl hare vanishing last row #~ case 1 <~j <~ k <~ lt, 
® all T,I/~1 hare ranishhlg first cohonn in case 1 <~ k < j <~ It. 
Proof. Insertion into Eq. (1.5) implies the following identities for the 
coefficients of the blocks of f l (z),B(z),  T(z)" 
N T(/k~ "r(ikl ~r (/k) R(k) .,; - ~,; ,,~ =B,i + ,, . n >~ 1. l <<.j, k <<.lt. (3 .2 )  
where RI~, ' (aside from coefficients of ,4(z)) oaly involves T,I, ~"t, B~ '~) with m < n. 
According to a lemma in Ref. [34], for every n, 1 ~< n <~ no, we can find a unique 
matrix Bli/~ with non-zero entries in the first row resp. last column only, such 
that Eq. (3.2) has a solution F,~/'~i, which is unique if we require its last row resp. 
first column to vanish, and which case applies depends upon the shape of the 
block, i.e. upon its position on or above, resp. below, the block-diagonal. For 
n >f n. + I, we let T,I k~ = 0 and take BI, k~'~ so that Eq. (3.2) holds, completing the 
proof. 
Remark 3. We say that Eq. (I .3) (with Ao as above and It ~ !) is normalized up 
It) " : , It all coethclents A, tbr I <~ n <~ no, have non-zero entries only in first 
row resp. last column (in case j ~ k resp. j > k). If this is so for some no, we 
briefly call Eq. tl.3) normalized. For later use, observe that if Eq. (1.3) is 
alr,:.ady normalized up to :-'~", then normalization up to z-"", for no > h0, can 
be done by a transformation T(z) with coefficients T,, = 0 for 1 <~ n <~ h0. hence 
the corresponding coefficients A,, remain unchanged. 
For a normalized system (!.3) we apply shearing transformations to produce 
another system with superior leading term, except when Eq. (1.3) is reduced up 
gO 2 n". 
Proposition 2. For some no E N, let Eq. (1.3) he a formal  system with leading 
term as ht Eq. (3.1), m,'mal ized up to :-'"'. Let l <~nl <~no he so that 
/]#,(z) = ~,  ~> ,,~ ,.,,at"'l'-"- ,.lbr 1 <~ j <~• It - I , and assume that not all .A~J~).,,~ vanish. 
Then the shearing tramjbrmation T(:) = diag[l.,,, . . . .  l,,, ~. "" L,,] produces a 
system with stqwrior leading term. 
Proof. It is easy to check that the shearing 
transformed equation with leading term 
transformation produces a 
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B 0 = 
[ N~ 0 0 N, 
[oo 
0 0 
0 Ci 
0 C_, 
0 
Cl l -  I 
N,, 
Ck = A (k") = 
tt I 
"Ck .  I • • • Ck .s  
0 ...  0 
0 . . .  0 
and for at least one k, not all numbers c~.j are equal to zero. For t>~ 1, we find 
B,~ = 
NI 0 . . .  0 C',') 
0 N~ . . .  0 C, 'i 
• • ° 
Q o J 
0 0 
0 0 
]Vi• - ! 
0 
C(,1 
with C]. '~i l  ' c'~'! = N~C, +t_  N,, t~> 1. From this we learn that those rows of B, 
with a one in a subdiagonal coincide with the corresponding row, s of .'11). 
Therefore, wc have rank ,4(!) <~ rank BI). For ~ equal to the size of the last, i.e. the 
smallest, Jordan block of A, we have N' = (), while at least one (.-'~" is non-zero. jJ 
Due to the structure of C]'), this implies rank AI) < rank BI), thus Bo is superior 
to A0. i-1 
,,,',k 
Suppose that we are given a formal system with leading term as in Eq. (3.1), 
normalized up to z-"". Proposition 2 then implies that either A;f,(z) = O(z  '"' ~), 
1 ~<j ~< F -  1, or we have a shearing transformation producing a system with 
superior leading term. Much more can be said, however. 
Theorem 2. Let Eq. (1.3) be a .fornud system with leading term of the ./brm 
Eq. (3.1), normalized up to z '"). Then we can .flint an unram(/ied shearing 
transformation producing a system with superior h, ading term. except when the 
coefficients d,, 1 <~ n ~ no, are all diagonally hh~cked in the/dock structure of An. 
Proof. For F = ! nothing remains to prove, so suppose otherwise. Applying 
Proposition 2 shows existence of a shearing transtbrmation as required, except 
when all A,, 1 <~ n <~ n0, are lower triangularly blocked, not necessarily in the 
block structure of A0, but the coarser one with two diagonal blocks, the second 
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one of the same size as N~,. It is not difficult to see that an analogue to 
Proposition 2 (with a shearing transformation i verse to the one used there) 
produces a system with superior leading term, except when the above- 
mentioned coefficients are diagc~nally blocked (in the same coarser block 
structure). Repeating the same arguments for the first diagonal block then 
completes the proof. F-I 
According to the above results, we are now left to deal with a formal system 
(1.3) with leading term as in (3.1), and for some no to be chosen later we may 
assume for all n = 1 . . . .  , no and 1 <~ j ,  k <<. l( 
a(j.,~ i ) alii.2) . . . ~,,",(i'",1 ) 
A(/:,) = 0 0 ... 0 , A~J')= 0 (1" ¢/<). (3.3) 
0 0 .. .  0 
Note that in case IL -- 1. the condition on A,~ *~ for j :/: k becomes void! 
Remark 4. On one hand, for theoretical arguments we may assume without loss 
in generality that the number no introduced above is as large as we need it to 
be, however, for more computational purposes it is convenient o keep it a6 
small as possible. So in the discussion to follow, we shall consider an arbitrarily 
fixed value no. We keep in mind that we might have arranged no 1> sl (the size 
o1' the largest diagonal block of the "current" Ao): if this were not so, then we 
may apply Theorem 2 to obtain a system with larger no, or one with superior 
leading term. and the hater case can occur only.finitely man)' tom, s. Hence ~:fter 
a finite number of steps we arrive at a system where, when normalizing it up to 
some power z'" ' ,  it automatically satisfies Eq. (3.3). Also recall from Remark 3 
that increasing nf) can be done without changing the !eaT~g terms of the 
system. 
To proceed, consider the finite set of rational numbers of the form p/q,  
1 ~ p <~ q ~< s~ (recall that by assumption s~, the size of N~, is at least as large as 
the sizes sj of the other blocks N i oF A0). For each such p/q,  assume from now 
on that we have chosen p and q to be co-prime, i.e. having no non-trivial 
common divisor. The shearing transformation 
r ( - )  = diag[T~(:) . . . . .  T,(z)], 
Ti(z) = diag[l -¢,/,t .'-l,/q .i,,-I!l,,l~ (3.4) 
then produces a ramified system (except for p = q = I), whose coefficient 
matrix may be denoted by B~,jq(Z). The elements of this matrix in those posi- 
tion~ curre~poading to o,~es in the matrix A0 then are formal Laurent series in 
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z -~/q beginning with the term 2 s'-p/q. Elements of Bp/q(-) in other positions may 
or may not involve higher rational powers o f -  - if they do, then we discard the 
corresponding rational plq as inadmissible. This may eliminate many values of 
p/q, but we observe that at leas~ the smallest possibh, L'alue p/q = l/s~ remahls 
admissible. If several admissible values remain, we take the largest one. For this 
^ 
admissible p/q, the matrix Bp/q(Z) may be written in the form 
:3C 
Bp/q(Z) "-" B(z)  = z rZBnz-n /q .  (3.5) 
n ~-p 
I fp /q = 1 (hence p = q = 1), then the transformed equation is unramified and 
of Poincar6 rank r - 1, so we consider this an improvement, and then apply to 
the resulting system the same arguments as above (depending upon its new 
leading term having several distinct eigenvalues or not). If this is not so, we 
show that the leading term Bp either is nilpotent or has several distinct eigen- 
values. 
Lemma 3. Let a system (1.3), with coeO'icients as in Eq. (3.3) be given, h't plq be 
determined as above, amt let the tran.~lbrmed equation be written as #1 Eq. (3.5). 
Then we have 
-2nrfi/ql ~ 1 - . .  (3.6) e , . , ,=D-  B,,D, n~p.  
with D = T(e 2~i) .... m;te that this is ;tot the itDntit.v matrix except./br q = 1. ht 
particuktr, the .wectrunt of the h, ading term B t, is closed with res/wct to multi- 
plication with e 2~i/';, i.e. 2 is an eigem,alue of  B t, (].f ).e -'~''q is ore', too. ttem'e, ([" 
p/q < I, then B;, either is niipotent or has more than one eigenrahte. 
Proof. It can be concluded from B(z)= T I(z)[f4Cz)TCz)-zT'(-)] and 
T(ze 2~i) = T(z)D that/~(-e 2~i) = D -! [I(:)D, fi'om which follows Eq. (3.6). This 
then implies det(Bp-x l )=e2='v ' / ' tdet(Bp-e2~iP/qxl ) ,  showing that the 
spectrum of Bp is closed with respect o multiplication with e 2,w,,q and since 
p and q are assumed to be co-prime, the same follows for e 2rn/q. [-] 
Hence according to the above lemma, the only case where we did not make 
any progress is when Bp, for the maximal admissible value p/q, is nilpotent. 
This case, however, cannot occur when the value no has been large enough: 
Imagine that no >t v, then for n ~< v the coefficients ,4, are diagonally blocked. In 
this case either 1 is admissible, or lbr the maximal admissible value p/q < 1 we 
have a leading term Bp which is a direct sum of matrices of the form N, + Cj, 
with N, as in Eq. (3.1), and Cj having zero rows except for possibly the first 
one. According to maximality of p/q, not all Cj can be the zero matrix, hence 
Bp cannot be nilpotent. 
We summarize the result of the preceding discussion as follows. 
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Theorem 3. Given a ]ormal system (1.3) with nilpotent leading term. then one of 
the followhlg two cases occurs. 
1. There erists a polynomial meromorphic transformation T(z) so that the trans- 
formed system has Poincard rank smaller than r. 
2. There exist a q E ~, not larger than the order of nilpotency of the leading term 
A0, and a polynomial q-meromorphic transformation T(z), so that the trans- 
formed system has a non-nilpotent leading term whose spectrum is closed un- 
der multiplication by e 2ni/q. 
The mhlimal vahw for q and a transformation T(z) can in both cases be found 
following the steps outlined hi the results of this section. 
What we have shown so far can be formulated as an algorithm for 
showing existence, resp. allowing computation, of a formal fundamental 
solution of a system (0.1), or more generally of an arbitrary formal system 
(1.3): 
1. If the Poincard rank of Eq. (I.3) is zero, or if the dimension v equals one, 
stop. Otherwise, find the number evn of distinct eigenvalues of the leading 
term A0. For evn > 1, go to step 3, otherwise use a scalar exponential shift 
to go to a system with nilpotent leading term and continue with step 2, tak- 
ing the parameter n, = I. 
• ~ - n l |  2 Normalize the system up to ,  . 
(a) if Eq. (3.3) does not hold, use an unramified shearing transformation as 
in Proposition 2, resp. Theorem 2 to go to a system with superior leading 
term, and continue with step 2 and value n, = I. 
(b) i1" Eq. (3.3) holds, lind the maximal admissible value p/q (4  I). For 
p/q = I use the shearing transformation (3.4) to go to a system of smal- 
ler Poincard rank, and continue with step !: if p/q = 1 is inadmissible, 
use the ramified shearing transformation (3.4) and a change of variable 
z = ,t'~ to go to a system whose leading term either has several distinct 
eigenvalues (in which case we accept the transformed system and contin- 
ue with step 3) or is niipotent (in this case we discard the transformed 
system and return to the previous one, increase no by one and continue 
with step "~ z . . .  
3. Use the Splitting Lemma to go to several new systems of dimensions trictly 
less than v, and for each such system, cont'nue with step 1. 
The above algorithm terminates alter finitely many steps, producing one or 
several t'ormal systems, each of which is of Poincard rank zero or of dimension 
one (or both), hence computation of its formal fundamental solution is well 
understood. Since the exponential shifts used in the algorithm alJ commute+ 
with transformations used lateron, we can arrange the product of tL, e iinitely. ~. 
many transformations produced by the algorithm in such a way that the re- 
sulting object becomes a formal fundamental solution of the form described in 
the introduction. 
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4. Transformation to rational form 
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Part of what we have shown so far can be summarized as follows: Given a 
convergent system (0.1), then according to Theorem 3 (assuming the second 
case occurs) we can find a polynomial transformation which, after a change of 
variable, leads to a system of the same kind, but of different Poincard rank 
which we again denote by r, with a leading term having several distinct ei- 
genvalues - then, according to the Splitting Lemma, we can find a formal 
analytic transformation of Gevrey order s = l /r,  which splits this system into 
several smaller blocks being formal of Gevrey order s as well. To proceed with 
the computation of formal fundamental solutions, we may as well continue 
working with these .formal systems. However, for the notion of formal solu- 
tions of highest level which we shall briefly consider later on, it is of great 
importance to observe that formal systems of Gevrey order s may always be 
transformed into convergent ones using a formal analytic transformations of
Gevery order s. This result was first proved by Ramis [29], and we include a 
proof for the sake of completenes - in fact, we shall show that the trans- 
formed equation can be such that only finitely many of its coefficients are 
non-zero, hence is a rationalfimction with poles (at most) at infinity and the 
origin. 
Theorem 4. Let Eq. (I.3) be a ,2vstem ~)/' Gerrev orders = l /r. Then for every 
sufficiently large N,M E ~, a./ormal analytic tmn.~/'ormalion .f Gerrev m'~h,r s 
exists. ~:'hich is ~' the ./orm ?'(z) ---I + ~-],,'~,v ~, z~'', so that the lra,,~formed 
equation has a co~]/[icient matrix o./the./i,'m 
3. , M 
B(z) = z" Z B,,z " 
n 11 
Proof. For the moment, assume that we had found ?'(:) and B(:) as desired. 
Inserting formal expr, nsi~ns into Eq. (1.5) and equating coefficients then shows 
B,, = A,,, for 0 <~ n ~< N, and 
l i -  I 
(n  - = A°  - e. , ,  + - 
nl ~ N 
(4.1) 
for n >~ N + 1, setting T,, = 0 for n < N. Using the notation 
N lln r ", ii n r 
Z -- , Z , ,  A~(u) = A,,/.(n/r) B~(u) A.(,) = A F(,/,') 
n = I n : N ~ i 
N +M l tn-  r x lt" r 
Z Z B2(u) = B, F(n/r) r(u) = T,,-F(n/r) 
n=N ~ I n:=N 
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we see that Eqs. (1.4) and (1.1). are equivalent to A:(u). T(u) having positive 
radius of convergence. Setting A(u) = Al(u) + A:.(u) and (slightly violating 
notation) B(u) = Bt(u) + B2(u). and abbreviating 
l(u, T,B) = 
II 
r[A t") 
J ((." - 
o 
the integral equation 
T(u)Ao - (A0 + rl,"l)T(u) = A(u) - B(u) +/(u,  T,B) (4.2) 
can, by termwise integration and use of the Beta Integral, be seen to be 
equivalent to Eq. (4.1). So the proof of the theorem is equivalent to showing 
existence of T(u) and B(u), of the desired form, satisfying Eq. (4.2). To do so, 
we use the space V of pairs (T, B) of matrix valued functions which are analytic 
in R(0, p) (the punctured isc about the origin of radius p), continuous up to 
the circle I.I = P, for p > 0 to be selected later, and have a zero resp. a pole at 
the origin of order at least N - r resp. at most 1 - r. This is a Banach space 
with respect o the norm 
II(T, t¢)11 - sup!,,i. ,,(l lT(t,)l l lui" ': + l a ( , ) l  Iv!" "). 
Given any (T. B) E V. we aim at linding a new pair(T. B) E V so that 
/~(,)..I,, ~- (..I,, + , ' , ' l ) i ' ( ,)  :~ ..l(u) - /~( , )  + l(u. T.B). (4.3) 
Obviously, Eq. (4.3) is a system of linear equations Ibr tile matrix /~(u). 
However, its coelticient matrix has a determinant which is a polynornial in u 
vanishing at the origin, hence the inverse matrix is rational and has a pole, say, 
of order p, at the origin, and for sufficiently small p > 0, the inverse matrix is 
analytic in R(0. p) and continuous along the circular boundary. Hence the pair 
(T, B) belongs to V, if the right-hand side of Eq. (4.3) vanishes at the origin of 
order at least N + p -  r. By choosing/~(u) approprately, we can arrange the 
right hand side to vanish of order N + M - r  (and then/~(u) is unique); hence 
we choose M = p. Thus, we have defined a mapping of V into itself, and a fixed 
point is a solution of Eq. (4.2). To apply Banach's Fixed Point Theorem, we 
need the following estimates (for [u! ~< p). 
Taking any pair (T. B) with norm at most k, we have by definition of the 
norm in I' that [[T(u)]l ~A-[u{ ~ ". {JB(t,)[[ <,.kJuJ I~', and (for suitable a ~ 0) 
11.4(.)11 ~ al. ~-". integrating along the straight line segment from 0 to u and 
using the Beta integral we obtain 
I f / ( , ) l l  + ' ' '  ' - ' .  ,.,, - 
r(ll,.)r(NI,.) 
r ( (N  + l)/r) " 
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Using Cauchy's integral formula we find 
1 /[A2(t)  
B,(u) = 2rd 
It[ =p 
+ l(t)]k(:./t) dt 
t 
with the kernel function k(w)= wN+l-r[l- WM]/(I--W). Since M = sup!,,l<, ! 
II -wM[/[l ..... wl, we can estimate the above integral to obtain 
IIBz(u)II M[a2 + CN(a + k)k]lul N+l-r, with a2 depending enly upon Az(u). 
Hence the right-hand side of Eq. (4.3) can be estimated by 
(a2 + k + cN(a + k)k)luj N+I-~ (but note that by choice of B2(u), the right-hand 
side vanishes at the origin of order N + M - r). For u on the circle lul = p, we 
have 
lul -NIl (u)l <. c(a2 + k + cN(a + k)k), 
with a constant c which depends upon p and M, but is independent of N. Due 
to the Maximum Principle, the same estimate then holds for smaller !ul. 
Combining the above estimates, one then obtains 
II(r, B)II <. b, + b,.[a: + k)k], 
with constants bj which depend upon A(u), but are independent of N. Since 
CN ---' 0 as N ---, ec, one finds that for k = 2b~ + b,a,. we may choose N so large 
that the norm of (T,B) is at most equal to k. In other words, the mapping 
(T,B) ~ (T,B) maps the ball of V of radius k into itself. By similar estimates 
one can show that the mapping is contractive, hence has a unique fixed 
point. 1:3 
The problem of computing the transformation i the previous theorem is 
of a different nature than for those transformations in previous sections, 
since there it was, at least theoretically, possible to give the exact t, ah~es of 
any finite number of co~:1]icients, while here we use Banach's Fixed Point 
Theorem which is constructive, but gives approximate values only. However, 
since the earlier coefficients of our system remain unchanged, this does not 
influence the relevant quantities A and Q(z) in a formal solution. Therefore, 
we may say that the previous theorem and the results of the previous ection 
reduce the problem of finding a formal fimdamental solution .h~r a systen~ (0.1) 
to the same problem Jor a finite number of O,stems of the same kind, but of 
strictly smaller dimension. In the next section we briefly indicate a modifi- 
cation of the definition of the term formal fundamental solution which was 
first given in a different, but equivalent, formulation in Ref. [2] and which is 
very natural to consider, in particular when it comes to discussing Stokes' 
phenomena- note that Stokes' multipliers also can at best be approximated, 
so that it does not hurt to have only approximate values for the coefficients 
of the system. 
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5. Highest level formal solutions 
Given a system (0.1), we shall use the fellowing terminology. 
I. We say that infinity is an almost regular-singular point of Eq. (0. l), if one 
can find a polynomial meromorph]c transformation T(z) so that the trans- 
formed equation has the form B(z ) -  zrY'~,~:0B,,z ", with BJ = 2jI for 
0 <~ j ~< r -  I. Note that then a scalar exponential shift transforms this sys- 
tem into one having a singularity of first kind at infinity. 
2. We say that infinity is an essentially-irregular singularity of Eq. (0. l), if it not 
almost regular-singular. 
3. A formal q-meromorphic transformation F(z), q E I~1, is called a formal fun- 
damental solution of highest level Eq. (0.1), if the following holds. 
(a) The transformed equation, after the change of variable z = wq, is of 
the form 
no 
B(w) -- wqr~Bnw - ' ,  
n=:0 
for some no E N, and the coefficients B, are all diagonally blocked of some type 
(sl,...st,) (independent of n), with It >t 2. 
(b) For some integer p >f 0, the coefficients B0,... ,  Bp have the form 
BJ = ;.,/ l ) ,  
B,, = diag[2(/'l/,, + N, , . . . ,  2~)I,,, + N~,], 
with distinct complex numbers 21 t'~ and nilpotent matrices IV,,. 
(c) The transformation J'(z) is of Gevrey order s = q/(qr - p). 
What we have shown in the previous sections can be seen to imply the fol- 
lowing. 
Theorem 5. Every system (0.1) having an essentially irregular singulariO, at 
infinity posseses aformal fundamental solution of highest b'vel. 
The algorithm formulated above plus an implementation of the iteration 
corresponding to the application of the Fixed P~in," Theorem in the previous 
section can be used for computation of formal solutions of highest level in the 
following sense: 
® First, follow the steps in the algorithm to compute a system whose leading 
term has several distinct eigenvalues. 
® Next, apply the Splitting Lemma to obtain srzveral formal systems of Gevrey 
order l/J, with/: being their Poincar6 rank. 
® Finally, apply the Fixed Point Iteration to compute corresponding conver- 
gent systems; of these systems the first N coefficients will be known exactly, 
since they agree with corresponding coefficients of the formal systelas, while 
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the remaining coefficients can in principal be computed up to any degree of 
accuracy. 
The highest level formal fundamental solution/~(z) is also obtained by this 
algorithm and is "known" in the sense that its first N terms are computed 
exactly, while finitely may other terms may be computed up to any desired 
degree of accuracy. It is known that this/~(z) in general has radius of con- 
vergence equal to zero, but is k-summable in the sense of Ramis', for k = l/s, 
while for formal fundamental solutions in the usual sense one has to deal with 
formal series which are multisummable. Hence in this sense a formal funda- 
m~:-ntal solution of highest level is much easier to handle, at the cost of being 
more difficult to compute. 
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